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As shown in the main window of Springy FX, you'll find a Controller menu at the very left of the image with the following choices : Auto: The springy effect will stop after you stop the effect on the spring layer. Automatic Spring: The spring will move according to the momentum of the selected layer ; Automatic Stretch: The spring effect will follow the stretched movement of the selected layer. Constrict: The
spring effect will follow the untwisting movement of the selected layer. Constrain: The spring will follow the selected layer's shape. Bend: The spring effect will follow the rotational movement of the selected layer. Twist: The spring effect will follow the rotational movement of the selected layer. You can easily adjust the position of the Max controls by dragging them with the mouse on the X and Y axes.When
you're happy with the position of the Max controls, you can easily left click on the XMAX or YMAX Value controls and the value will be frozen on that position.Here is the visual example of the modifications you can make to the spring effect : Note that, for the sake of this tutorial, we could as well just select the deformer effect and we could also just select the deformer itself and apply the spring to it. So, let's

choose a Bend deformer and apply it to a layer "bells" named "bells".The result would be the visual image below :
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On your design phase, you have to define which channels will be affected by your springy effect. For this step, you have to turn on the value of some “Controllers” parameters
that you'll be able to find at the two last buttons of this effect. Once you’ve chosen which ones are the relevant to be controlled by this effect, you can choose which values

that you want to control on your layers (you can choose the pin that you want to have an effect, the relative speed of that pin on its position, how to trigger the motion, and a
few other custom parameters). The Springy FX has a special node which allow to have 4 general properties that will be used to control all your layers having that effect on

them. (four editable properties will be displayed at the bottom of this node). Another important aspect of the deformer to be mention is that all your layers have to have the
Active option checked on their Pins option to be correctly added on the CTRL layer. If not, you will have Springy FX place the pins on this layer, and then remove them, making
them become ineffective. Of course, this option is a good way to avoid your layers becoming scattered over the CTRL layer. And, of course, you can, to avoid this, select each

layer individually and check it. Now, that you know the basics and have everything at your fingertips, feel free to explore the Springy FX toolset and create your own audio
effect... It's really easy, and we bet you'll have tons of fun :) In the next few tutorials we will use the Springy FX toolset to create different effects in the video editor. I will start

by telling you a bit of terminology, as it may be a bit confusing at the beginning. Those of you coming from the last version of SPSoundtrack, or having a basic knowledge
about the capabilities of MediaRecorder, might be confused by the huge amount of new modes and types of parameters that are available in the new version... I will try to
explain the terminology as much as possible, using a few videos where you can see some examples... Springy FX v1.0 How to Deform and Stretch a Layer If you remember

the old waveshapers, you might have seen that the control they used to deform the sound (the Tone control), was the Position slider, and we will use the same principle here,
since it will allow us to have full control over our layers' position, as well as over their rotation. 5ec8ef588b
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